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by
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the following gentlemen.
reepoaae was TJatant and two ot our James Collier; Friday with Mrs. :ta(- Yarborough and patriotic songs will ing one of the places on tie ticket for State and already the movement for
C. C Winbe rendered by a choir In charge of a Director from this District tor the the relief of the suffering peoples of
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ston, Foreman; H. F Perrr
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¦niftfl
Wheless,
Mr
Is under way. It is not mere
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Europe
min¬
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M. L.
tholomew,
D. N. Smith
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W
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R.
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es under each perfect controll that
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It will meet with much success. Icer. Mr. C. P. Harris being a Prank
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ef¬
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ficient Solicitor,
and In a dying
entirely
ing
and
destitute
the attorneys of
the bar the docker was
ever. from a practical standpoint the Her tiaikiae koHttalltf mw mad«, pecially urged to be present at the signers In this county going out and condition, due to the lack of food and
taken up and
entire station is a total Iocs, together ererr one feel that the ill-omen of the Goart House at 2 o'clock Friday after¬ casting a solid Tote for nrm that the [cither necessities; and
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"Whereas, our own land has been
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i
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trouble
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honored Veterans of the
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the
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yet
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and
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number
SERVE
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for
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